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Sodium hydroxide solutions with varying pH levels help conservators clean damaged artwork. 

Science steps in for second-chance art
by VIRGINIA BROWN
Oct 21, 2010

What is the golden rule of art conservation?  

“Don’t mess it up,” said Elena King, 45, senior conservator of paintings at the Chicago Conservation Center at 730 N. Franklin St.  

On paint-stained wooden easels and sprawled across long drafting tables in the industrial exposed-duct lab, painting conservators at
the center approach each subject with careful and specific treatment, but maintain “there is no exact way to do it.”  

Accidental and environmental circumstances can jeopardize the integrity of art – rips and tears from improper hanging techniques,
overexposure to light and humidity and unsuitable storage all impair the wellbeing of paintings.  

By employing various scientific conservation techniques, Rob Datum, 44, provides preliminary examination, cleaning, structural
treatment, inpainting and varnishing to compromised pieces in his role as associate conservator of paintings at the center. 

“There is always something to learn,” Datum said, as he meticulously swabbed the grime from the top layer of a portrait he estimates
will take 96 hours to restore. 

Using small circular motions with a piece of cotton twisted around the grooved end of a metal skewer-like rod and soaked in a cleaning
solution, Datum removed the film from a religious figure robed in red.  

Cleaning solutions such as ethylenediaminetetraacetic sodium hydroxide (EDTA NaOH), which is found in household oven cleaner, and
other ammonium citrates are balanced at specific pH levels and work to break down the bond between the grime and paint. 

This step is only taken after trying to remove the dirt with distilled water.   

“The purpose is not to deceive,” Datum said. Conservators do not improve, they preserve. In fact, special care is given to inpainting –
filling chipped portions of a painting with a different paint, one with a different solubility level – to track changes and preserve the history
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of the piece.  

Personifying the art – considering the journey and past of the piece – helps to preserve its story. Too much repair can lead to
falsification of the art’s lifespan and does history a disservice, Datum said. 

When mending tears, known as loss compensation, Datum said conservators use spackling compounds, such as Modostuc, the same
substance used for small holes between tiles in your shower.  

“Ultraviolet lighting makes it possible for conservators to view the presence of natural varnish and previous inpainting,” if any exists,
King said as she pointed out the green glow of an old varnish which had oxidized over years of exposure.   

Using microanalysis, conservators are able to study the pigmentation of the piece, layer by layer, by extracting a tiny shaving of the
damaged section of the original painting and meticulously viewing it under an off-site microscope. Colors used in certain centuries help
date the art.  

King likened the microscopic view of the paint shaving to the side view of a layer cake. 

Cadmium-ground pigments, among others, can tie the composition to a particular time in history in which those elements were popular
coloring methods, King said.  

Certain pigments – ochre and sienna – traditionally come from dirt. Conservators can compare pigments to soil colors to
determine where the painting likely took place, she said, because soil colors tend to vary by geography.

“X-rays provide a view of the structure of the piece,” she said. If painted on a panel, it will show the wood grain, nails and any adhered
cloth, as well as the drawing and paint layers. 

Another ally of conservators is infrared reflectography, a technique used to view the initial drawing of the work underneath the layer of
paint.  

Unfortunately, King said, painting proprietors typically shy away from pricey tools. 

Owner and CEO Heather Becker, 43, started her career in painting, but when traveling through Italy was inspired to learn more about
conservation.  

Her center has been in operation for 27 years and is one of the largest in the nation, handling priceless museum works and private
collection pieces on a national and increasingly international scale, she said. 

Conservation is a careful respect for the importance of preserving history – specifically the lifespan of a piece of art – balanced with the
knowledge of progressive scientific methods, Becker said. “It’s a marriage of old and new.” 
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